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Abstract
We study the periodicity of subshifts of finite type (SFT) on Baumslag-Solitar groups.
We show that for residually finite Baumslag-Solitar groups there exist both strongly and
weakly-but-not-strongly aperiodic SFTs. In particular, this shows that unlike Z2, but
as Z3, the notions of strong and weak periodicity are different for residually finite BS
groups.
More precisely, we prove that the weakly aperiodic SFT on BS(m,n) presented by Aubrun
and Kari [3] is in fact strongly aperiodic on BS(1, n). In addition, we exhibit an SFT
which is weakly but not strongly aperiodic on BS(1, n). Finally, we show that there
exists a strongly aperiodic SFT on BS(n, n).
The use of tilings as a computational model was initiated by Wang in the 60s [20] as a
tool to study specific classes of logical formulas. His construction consisted in square tiles
with colors on each side, that can be placed next to each other if the colors match. Then
Wang studied the tilings of the discrete infinite plane (Z2) with these tiles. A similar model
exists to tile the infinite line (Z) with two-sided dominoes. Wang quickly realized that a key
property was the periodicity of these tilings. It was already known that if a set of dominoes
tiled Z, it was always possible to do it in a periodic way, and Wang suspected that it was the
same for Wang tiles on Z2. However a few years later, one of his students, Berger, proved
otherwise by providing a set of Wang tiles tiling the plane but only in aperiodic ways [4].
Alternative aperiodic sets of Wang tiles have been provided by many since then [13,14,18].
The study of tilings with Wang tiles was extended to tilings using other symbols with
adjacency rules, and became a part of symbolic dynamics, a more general way to encode a
smooth dynamical system into symbolic states and trajectories. This discretization approach,
see [10] for a comprehensive historiography, is itself a subpart of the field of discrete dynamical
systems. In this broader context, it is interesting to study the set of all possible tilings
for a given set of symbols and adjacency rules, called a Subshift of Finite Type. It can be
equivalently described by the set of Wang tiles producing it, or by a finite alphabet associated
with a finite set of forbidden patterns. Z-subshifts (tilings of the integer line) have been studied
extensively, and many of their properties are known (see for example [15]). Zd−subshifts (for
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Aperiodic SFTs on Baumslag-Solitar Groups
d ≥ 2) seem to be much more complex, as many results from the unidimensional case cannot
be directly transcribed to higher dimensions. Recently, attention has been drawn to the more
general construction of subshifts over Cayley graphs of finitely generated groups [1, 6, 12].
In this broader setting, many questions about periodicity are still open [6]. For example
there are many groups for which we do not know if there exists a SFT with only aperiodic
configurations. Another relevant question is the relation between weak and strong notions of
periodicity. They are equivalent in Z2, but this is not the case for some other groups, and for
many the relation is not even known.
Baumslag-Solitar groups initially gathered interest in symbolic dynamics because of their
computability properties. Notably, their domino problem is undecidable [3], and Aubrun and
Kari used a weakly aperiodic set of tiles in order to prove it. The starting point of the present
paper was that their counter-example showing that their tileset is not strongly aperiodic only
works for BS(m,n) with m,n 6= 1 and m,n 6= −1. Thus, we focus in the present paper on
simpler, residually finite Baumslag-Solitar groups, that are exactly of the form BS(1, n) and
BS(n, n), and distinguish the two types of aperiodicity in these settings. In the end, through
various techniques, we prove the following theorem:
Theorem. On residually finite Baumslag-Solitar groups, there exist both strongly periodic
SFTs, and weakly-but-not-strongly-aperiodic SFTs.
After introducing the useful concepts for this paper (Section 1), we prove that for BS(1, n)
the SFT of [3] is in fact strongly aperiodic (Section 2). In Section 3 we build a weakly but not
strongly aperiodic SFT, showing that in BS(1, n) with n > 1 strong and weak aperiodicity
are different, just as in the case of BS(m,n) with m > 1, n > 1. Finally, in Section 4 we use
as a theorem of Jeandel [12] inspired by Kari’s construction to obtain a strongly aperiodic
SFT on BS(n, n).
1 Preliminaries
1.1 Baumslag-Solitar groups
A group G is said to be finitely generated if it has a presentation G =< S | R > with S
finite. Given a presentation < S | R > of a group G, its (right) Cayley graph is the graph
ΓG = (G,EΓ) whose vertices are the elements of G and the edges are of the form (g, gs) with
g ∈ G and s ∈ S ∪ S−1 a generator of G or its inverse.
The groups we are interested in in this paper are the Baumslag-Solitar groups. They are
defined, using two integers m,n as parameters, by the presentation
BS(m,n) =< a, b | bamb−1 = an > .
This paper will focus on the case where m = 1, the case n = 1 being similar to it:
BS(1, n) =< a, b | bab−1 = an > .
1.2 Subshifts and tilings
Let A be a finite alphabet. Let G be a finitely generated group with presentation < S | R >.
Let x ∈ AG and g, h ∈ G: G naturally acts on the left on AG by (g · x)h = xg−1h. AG, when
endowed with the product topology T and this action, forms a compact dynamical system
(AG, T, ·) called the full shift over G. We call x ∈ AG a configuration.
A pattern p is a finite configuration p ∈ APp where Pp ⊂ G is finite. We say that a pattern
p ∈ APp appears in a configuration x ∈ AG – or that x contains p – if there exists g ∈ G such
that for every h ∈ Pp, (g · x)h = ph, in this case we write p @ x.
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The subshift associated to a set of patterns F , called set of forbidden patterns, is defined
by
XF = {x ∈ AG | ∀p ∈ F , p 6@ x}
that is, XF is the set of all configurations that do not contain any pattern from F . Note that
there can be several sets of forbidden patterns defining the same subshift X. A subshift can
equivalently be defined as a closed set under both the topology and the G-action.
If X = XF with F finite, then X is called a Subshift of Finite Type, SFT for short.
LetX be a subshift on some groupG and x ∈ X. The orbit of x isOrbG(x) = {g · x | g ∈ G}
and its stabilizer StabG(x) = {g ∈ G | g · x = x}. We say that x is a strongly periodic config-
uration if |OrbG(x)| < +∞, and that x is a weakly periodic configuration if StabG(x) 6= {e}.
If no configuration in X is weakly periodic and the subshift is non-empty, then the subshift
is said to be strongly aperiodic. If no configuration in X is strongly periodic and the subshift
is non-empty, then the subshift is said to be weakly aperiodic.
A particular class of SFTs is obtain by considering Wang tiles over the Cayley graph
of the group. This can be done for any finitely generated group, and it turns out that any
SFT can be encoded into an equivalent set of Wang tiles. In order to make the definitions
shorter, we limit ourselves to the definition of Wang tiles over BS(1, n). A Wang tiling is a
particular SFT where the alphabet is a set of Wang tiles τ , which are tuples of colors of the
form s = (ts, ls, rs, bs1, . . . , bsn). To make notations easier, we denote:
s(top) = ts
s(left) = ls
s(right) = rs
s(bottom1) = bs1
...
s(bottomn) = bsn
A tiling is then a configuration over the group using the alphabet τ : T ∈ τBS(1,n). We say
that a tiling is valid if the colors of neighbor tiles match. That is, for any g ∈ BS(1, n) and
Tg the associated tile at position g, we must have:
Tg(right) = Tga(left)
Tg(top) = Tgb(bottom1)
Tg(top) = Tga−1b(bottom2)
Tg(top) = Tga−2b(bottom3)
...
Tg(top) = Tga−(n−1)b(bottomn)
See Fig. 1 for an illustration of these rules.
The set of all valid tilings for a tileset τ forms an SFT Xτ , since the tileset gives a finite
number of local constraints based on a finite alphabet.
1.3 Substitutions
Let A∗ be the set of (finite) words over A. A substitution (or morphism) is a map s : A → A∗.
We say it is of constant size n ∈ N if for every a ∈ A, |s(a)| = n. The substitution s can be
extended to A∗ by applying it to each letter of the word and concatenating the resulting
words. We can also extend s to AN0 (resp. AN) by doing the same, concatenating infinitely
many words, the first letter of the first word being at position 0 (resp. 1). Finally, s can be
3
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•
• •
• ••
• •
• •
g ga
Tg(right) Tga(left) •
• •
• •
• •
•
• • •
ga−1b
gb
g
Tga−1b(bottom2)
Tgb(bottom1)
Tg(top)
Figure 1: Illustration of the neighbor rules for BS(1, 2).
extended to pointed biinfinite words (so on AZ in a certain way) by applying it to AN0 and
AZ− separately, the later part of the biinfinite word being reversed, treated as an element of
AN when applying s, then the result being reversed again (see Fig. 2).
x−3 x−2 x−1 x0 x1 x2. . . . . .
y−3n · · · y−2n−1 y−2n · · · y−n−1 y−n · · · y−1 y0 · · · yn−1 yn · · · y2n−1 y2n · · · y3n−1. . . . . .
Figure 2: How a substitution is applied to a biinfinite word: y = σ(x) with σ a substitution
of constant size n.
For a ∈ A with s(a) = aw with w ∈ A∗, we define the positive infinite iteration of s on a:
−→
sω(a) = a w s(w) s2(w) · · · ∈ AN0 .
In the same way, we define the negative infinite iteration of s on a:
←−ωs(a) = · · · s2(w) s(w) w a ∈ AZ− .
For a word u (possibly biinfinite), we define its factor complexity
Pu(n) = |{w ∈ An | w @ u}|
where w @ u indicates that w is a subword of u. The factor complexity of a biinfinite word is
bounded if and only if that word is periodic [7], that is, if it is made of the same finite word
concatenated infinitely many times.
A fixpoint of a substitution s is a (possibly biinfinite) word u such that s(u) = u.
2 Aubrun and Kari’s construction is strongly aperiodic on
BS(1, n)
In their paper showing that the domino problem is undecidable for BS(m,n), Aubrun and
Kari provide a counter-example to the fact that their tiling is strongly aperiodic [3]: a period
would be bab−1a2ba−1b−1a−2 in the specific case of BS(2, 3). In a more general setting,
bab−1aba−1b−1a−1 works in any m > 1, n > 1 case. However, this counter-example does not
work anymore if m = 1. In this first section, we show that their tileset is in fact strongly
aperiodic in the BS(1, n) case with n ≥ 2.
4
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We start by a key lemma: in BS(1, n), one can use a normal form to write the elements
of the group.
Lemma 1 (Normal form in BS(1, n)). For every g ∈ BS(1, n), there are integers k1, k2 ∈ N0
and l ∈ Z such that g = b−k1albk2.
Proof. From the definition of BS(1, n), we have that ba = anb (1), ba−1 = a−nb (2), ab−1 =
b−1an (3) and a−1b−1 = b−1a−n (4). Consequently, taking an element of BS(1, n) as a word
w written with a and b, we can:
• Move each positive power of b to the right of the word using (1) and (2) repeatedly;
• Move each negative power of b to the left of the word using (3) and (4) repeatedly;
so that we finally get a form for the word w which is: b−k1albk2 with k1, k2 ∈ N0 and l ∈ Z.
Remark 1. This form is not unique (a = b−1anb for instance), unless we impose k1 to be
minimal. However, the sum k2 − k1 is constant for all forms of a given word.
Proof. Indeed, suppose we have b−k1albk2 = b−k′1al′bk′2 . Then
b−k1al = b−k′1al′b−(k2−k′2)
= b−k′1−(k2−k′2)al′n
k2−k′2
Hence we get al′n
k2−k′2−l = b−k1+k′1+k2−k′2 . Since it is clear that ai = bj if and only if i = j = 0
in BS(1, n), we obtain k2 − k1 − (k′2 − k′1) = 0 which is what we wanted.
Before going any further, we need some reminders of notions used in [3]:
• Let i ∈ Z. We say that a biinfinite sequence (xk)k∈Z ∈ {i, i + 1}Z represents a real
number x ∈ [i, i+ 1] if there exists a growing sequence of intervals I1 ⊂ I2 ⊂ ... ⊆ Z of
size at least 1, 2, ... such that:
lim
k→+∞
∑
j∈Ik xj
|Ik| = x.
Note that if (xk)k∈Z is a representation of x, all the shifted sequences (xl+k)k∈Z for
every l ∈ Z are also representations of x. Note that a sequence (xk)k∈Z can a priori
represent several distinct real numbers since different interval sequences may make it
converge to different points.
• Let f : I → R be a piecewise affine map with I an interval of R. x ∈ R is immortal if
for every i ∈ Z, f i(x) ∈ I. A periodic point for this map is a point x ∈ R such that
there exists i 6= 0, f i(x) = x.
• Remark 1 allows to properly define |g|b = k2 − k1 the height of g (and it is actually the
height of all elements in Lg).
We now tile the Cayley graph of BS(1, n) using Wang tiles as described in Section 1.2: an
alphabet made of tuples but also a cover of the graph’s cycles by tiles. We use the following
vocabulary to talk about lines of tiles: the set Lg = {gak | k ∈ Z}, which is the coset g < a >,
is called the level of g. For a given line of tiles located between levels Lg and Lgb−1 , we talk
about the upper side of the line to refer to level Lg, and the lower side of the line to refer to
level Lgb−1 .
We consider tilesets with integers on the upper and lower sides of each tile.
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Theorem 2 (Aubrun & Kari [3]). Let k ∈ N. Let F˜ = {fi : Ii → I ′i | i ∈ {0, . . . , k}} be a
finite set of piecewise rational multiplicative maps, where each Ii and I ′i is a closed interval
of R with rational bounds. We define I = ⋃ki=1 Ii.
There exists YF˜ an SFT on BS(1, n) given by a tileset τF˜ such that:
1. a line of tiles represents at least one real x ∈ I on its upper side by forming a sequence
that uses two integers with distance 1;
2. if a line of tiles represents a real x ∈ I on its upper side, then it represents (possibly
among others) some fi(x) on its lower side;
3. YF˜ is nonempty if and only if the dynamical system (F˜ ,Z) on which one can choose a
map from F˜ at each iteration has an immortal point in I.
Now, we define F˜ = {f1 : [13 , 1] → [23 , 2], f2 : [1, 2] → [13 , 23 ]}, with f1 being the multipli-
cation by 2 and f2 the multiplication by 13 . In some sense, iterations of maps from F˜ are
equivalent to the following piecewise affine map:
f(x) =
{
2x if x ∈ [13 , 1)
1
3x if x ∈ [1, 2]
with the only but notable difference of having two possible images for 1 instead of one,
mapping it either on 13 or on 2. We could alternatively use f˜ where 1 is mapped on 2. All of
the points in the domain of definition of F˜ are immortal. Applying Theorem 2 we can build
an SFT YF˜ with this specific set of affine maps that is nonempty. Note that since 2 and 3
are coprime, f has no periodic point, so for all x ∈ [13 , 2], fk(x) = x ⇒ k = 0. This is also
true for f˜ . As a consequence, F˜ by extension also has none, hence YF˜ is weakly aperiodic
(see [3]). We will now prove that it is also strongly aperiodic.
The key ingredient to prove this statement is the following. Usually, a given line could
represent several reals, depending on the choice of the sequence of intervals. But inside a
tiling of the whole group, our particular F and f force any two represented reals on a line to
be the same. Most of the time, it will be enough and more practical to reason on f , bearing
in mind that there are actually two possibilities for mapping 1.
For a given line Lg, we define the sequence (ug)i∈Z := xgai to be the sequence of digits on
the line Lg (its origin depending on g).
Lemma 3. For any x ∈ YF˜ , for any g ∈ BS(1, n), the sequence (ug)i∈Z represents a unique
real number.
Proof. Assume that (ug)i∈Z represents two distinct reals x and z.
Either none of them is 1, in that case f(x) = f˜(x) and f(z) = f˜(z), and we can say that
ug·b−1 represents both f(x) and f(z). Or without loss of generality x = 1, in that case ug·b−1
represents specifically f(1) or f˜(1), but we can always say that it also represents f(z) or f˜(z)
accordingly, so that the same function is always applied on the two reals.
Similarly, for any k ∈ N, the sequence (ug·b−k)i∈Z represents both fk(x) and fk(z) (or
f˜k(x) and f˜k(z)).
As explained in [11], f can be seen as a rotation on the circle S1 through the following
mapping:
φ : [13 , 2]→ S
1
φ(x) = log(x) + log(3)log(2) + log(3) mod 1
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This mapping is bijective up to the two endpoints of the interval that are identified. Note
that it is consequently a setting in which f and the system described by F actually are the
same thing, hence all the rest of our reasoning will be done using f . The map r := φ ◦ f ◦φ−1
appears to be a rotation of angle log(2)log(2)+log(3) . Indeed, for every α ∈ φ([13 , 1[),
φ ◦ f ◦ φ−1(α) = φ(2φ−1(α))
= log(2) + log(φ
−1(α)) + log(3)
log(2) + log(3) mod 1
= α+ log(2)log(2) + log(3) mod 1
and similarly, for every α ∈ φ([1, 2]), one has
φ ◦ f ◦ φ−1(α) = φ(13φ
−1(α))
= log(φ
−1(α))
log(2) + log(3) mod 1
= α+ log(2)log(2) + log(3) mod 1
The angle log(2)log(2)+log(3) is irrational. As a consequence, the sets {rk(x) | k ∈ N} and
{rk(z) | k ∈ N} are both dense in S1.
We introduce darc(e2ipiθ, e2ipiψ) = m(ψ − θ) ∈ [0, 1) for θ, ψ ∈ R, where m(ψ − θ) is
the only real in [0, 1) congruent to ψ − θ mod 1. We call darc the oriented arc distance
(measured counterclockwise) between two elements of S1. It is not a distance per se since
it is not symmetric and has no triangular inequality, but its basic properties will suffice
here. Since r is a rotation, it is easy to check that it preserves darc. Hence we have that
∀k ∈ N, darc(rk(x), rk(z)) is constant equal to some c ∈ [0, 1[.
Let us split S1 between A = φ((13 , 1)), B = φ([1, 2)), and {φ(2)} = {φ(13)} = {0}. We
want to show that there is some l ∈ N for which rl(x) ∈ A and rl(z) ∈ B. Were this not
the case, we would have an infinite number of integers k ∈ N such that rk(z) ∈ B and
rk(x) ∈ B, since 0 is reached at most once by each orbit (because we have a rotation of
irrational angle). Then, because r preserves the counterclockwise order, we would have
darc(rk(x), 0) ≥ darc(rk(x), rk(z)) = c (see Fig. 3). But by density of {rk(x) | k ∈ Z}, there
exists some k0 ∈ N such that darc(rk0(x), 0) < c: contradiction. Hence there exists l ∈ N such
that rl(x) ∈ A and rl(z) ∈ B.
Since rl = φ ◦ f l ◦ φ−1 and considering the definitions of A and B, f l(x) ∈ (13 , 1) and
f l(z) ∈ [1, 2). But this would cause f l(x) to be represented by a sequence of 0’s and 1’s (with
an infinite number of 0s) and f l(z) by a sequence of 1’s and 2’s (with an infinite number of
2s). However, the SFT YF˜ is build such that a line contains only elements in {0, 1} or {1, 2},
but not both (property 2 of Theorem 2): this is a contradiction.
Therefore, x and z must be equal, hence the uniqueness of the real number represented
by a given sequence.
Using previous results, we are now able to prove that the real represented by the sequence
(ug)i∈Z only depends on |g|b, its ”depth” in the Cayley graph.
Lemma 4. Let y ∈ YF , and e the identity of BS(1, n).
If we set x as the unique real represented by the sequence ue, then for every g ∈ BS(1, n),
ug represents either f−|g|b(x) or f˜−|g|b(x) in y, where f˜ is the variant of f where 1 is mapped
on 13 .
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A
B
x
c
y
r(x)
cr(y)
rl(x)
c
rl(y)
Figure 3: Preservation of the oriented arc distance darc by r and intersection of the arc(
rl(x), rl(z)
)
and the boundary between A and B.
Proof. We first prove this result for g = bm. The result is clear if m ≤ 0 (remember that f –
or f˜ – is applied positively when we multiply by b−1). Let m > 0. If we call x′ the unique real
represented by (ubm)i∈Z, then (ue)i∈Z represents fm(x′) by construction of YF˜ . By Lemma 3,
either fm(x′) = x, and on [13 , 2), since f is bijective, x′ = f−m(x); or same but with f˜ .
Now let us consider any g ∈ BS(1, n) and let x′ be the real represented by ug. We will
do the reasoning in the case where f applies, but the same holds for f˜ . Using Lemma 1, we
write g = b−k1albk2 , with k1, k2 ∈ N0, l ∈ Z. Let us define h = b−k1al. Since h ∈ Lb−k1 , uh
represents fk1(x) thanks to the previous paragraph. We also have h = gb−k1−|g|b . Because
−k1 − |g|b = −k2 ≤ 0, the construction of YF˜ implies that uh also represents fk1+|g|b(x′). By
uniqueness of the representation (Lemma 3), fk1+|g|b(x′) = fk1(x), and so x′ = f−|g|b(x).
The uniqueness in Lemma 3 may seem anecdotal but the fact that there are not several
reals represented on each line is actually fundamental. Without it, we could not necessarily
compare two reals represented by the same sequence of integers, and thus we could have
a ”vertical” period (of the form bm). Indeed, one level – that is, one sequence of integers –
could represent both x and fm(x) using the limit of means over different interval sequences
(Ik) and (Jk), and another level m steps down would be identical, so that at the second level
fm(x) is represented with the intervals (Jk) that ”correspond” to the (Ik) that represent x
at the first level. Then x and fm(x) could cohabit on the same line as represented reals,
without any need to be equal.
Lemma 3 suppresses this possibility of cohabitation and allows via Lemma 4 for a non-
ambiguous definition of what each sequence of integers represents. This fact subtly prevents
vertical periods, and it can be used to prevent any period whatsoever: we are ready to prove
that Aubrun and Kari’s SFT is strongly aperiodic on BS(1, n).
Theorem 5. For every n ≥ 2, the Baumslag-Solitar group BS(1, n) admits a strongly
aperiodic SFT.
Proof. Let y ∈ YF˜ , and g ∈ StabBS(1,n)(y). Using Lemma 1, we can write g = b−k1albk2 with
k1, k2, l ∈ N.
Let x be the real represented by ue. By Lemma 4, ug represents fk1−k2(x). Since
g ∈ StabBS(1,n)(y), ug = ue and so fk1−k2(x) = x (using Lemma 3). The aperiodicity of f
(or f˜) then implies that k1 = k2. We call this common value k.
Let us assume l 6= 0. Then g = b−kalbk and gn = b−k(an)lbk. We can reduce gn to
b−k+1albk−1 using the relation an = bab−1 – and this is true even if k = 0. More generally,
8
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we notice that for any positive integer i, iterating the process i times, we obtain that
gn
i = b−k+ialbk−i ∈ StabBS(1,n)(y).
Since for all i, gni ∈ StabBS(1,n)(y), we can obtain a contradiction with an argument
similar to Prop 6. of [3]. The fact that bjalb−j ∈ StabBS(1,n)(y) means that ubj = ubjal hence
ubj is a l-periodic sequence. Since this is true for any j > −k and since said sequences can
only use digits among {0, 1, 2}, we have a finite number of such sequences. In particular,
there are j1 6= j2 such that the two levels Lbj1 and Lbj2 read the same sequence (up to index
translation). Then these two levels represent respectively f j1(x) and f j2(x), and since the
two sequences on these levels are the same, f j1(x) = f j2(x). This equality contradicts the
fact that f has no periodic point, since we had j1 6= j2.
As a consequence, any non-trivial g ∈ BS(1, n) cannot be in StabBS(1,n)(x), and we finally
get that StabBS(1,n)(x) = {e}: YF is strongly aperiodic.
Following Theorem 5, a question remains: is the strong aperiodicity of Aubrun and Kari’s
SFT a property of the group BS(1, n) itself, or does it only arises on carefully chosen SFTs,
as YF˜? Is this because BS(1, n) behaves like Z2 and all its weakly aperiodic SFTs are also
strongly aperiodic, or does Aubrun and Kari’s construction happen to be strong enough? It
turns out that the latter is the correct answer, as we build in the following section an SFT
on BS(1, n) that is weakly but not strongly aperiodic.
3 A weakly but not strongly aperiodic SFT on BS(1, n)
Our weakly but not strongly aperiodic SFT will work by encoding specific substitutions into
BS(1, n). Indeed, the Cayley graph of BS(1, n) is very similar to orbit graphs of constant-size
substitutions (see for example [2, 9] for a definition of orbit graphs and another example of a
Cayley graph similar to an orbit graph). In this section, we start by creating artificially a
set of substitutions that are easy to encode in BS(1, n) (Section 3.1), and show how to do it
(Section 3.2). Then, we show that in fact, these specific substitutions are the only ones that
are possible to encode in BS(1, n) with our method (Section 3.3).
3.1 The substitutions σi
Let A = {0, 1}. For r ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1}, let σr : A → An be the following substitution:
σr :
{
0 7→ 0n−r−110r
1 7→ 0n .
We may also write σ = σ0 and call the other ones the shifts of σ.
Note that, for l ∈ {0, 1} and i ∈ {0, . . . , n−1}, σr(l)i = 0 if and only if l = 0 and i = n− r−1
(starting to count from 0 the indices of the word σr(l)).
All σr(0) are cyclic permutations of the same finite word. Denote ρ the shift action on a
biinfinite word u, i.e. ρj(u)i = ui+j , as a simpler way to write the action of Z on {0, 1}Z.
Lemma 6. For any biinfinite word u ∈ AZ, any i, r ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1} and j ∈ Z,
(σr ◦ ρj(u))i = σr(uj)i = (σr(u))nj+i.
Proof. For i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}, σr(ρj(u))i depends on the letter of ρj(u) at position 0 only,
that is uj (See Fig. 4), hence σr(ρj(u))i = σr(ρj(u)0)i = σr(uj)i.
Similarly, the letter (σr(u))nj+i does not depend on the totality of u but only on uj : it is
the ith letter of σr(uj).
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uj−2 uj−1 uj uj+1 uj+2. . . . . .
σr(uj−2) σr(uj−1) σr(uj) σr(uj+1) σr(uj+2). . . . . .
(σr ◦ ρj(u))i = σr(uj)i
ρj(u)
σr ◦ ρj(u)
Figure 4: Illustration of Lemma 6.
Lemma 7. For any r ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1},
σr = ρr ◦ σ.
Proof. By Lemma 6, for any u ∈ AZ, j ∈ Z and i ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1}, we have
σr(u)nj+i = (σr(uj))i.
If i+ r ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1} then (σr(uj))i = (σ(uj))i+r considering how the ith letter of σr(uj)
is simply r-shifted to the right in σ(uj). Additionally,
(σ(uj))i+r = (σ(u))i+r+nj
= (ρr ◦ σ(u))i+nj
by Lemma 6 again. Aligning all the equalities we obtained, we can conclude in that case.
If 2n− 2 ≥ i+ r ≥ n, i > n− r− 1 and consequently (σr(uj))i = 0 by the definition of σr.
Furthermore, this is also the value of (σ(uj+1))i+r−n by i+ r − n < n− 1 and the definition
of σ. Then (σr(uj))i = 0 = (σ(uj+1))i+r−n. Once again, (σ(uj+1))i+r−n = (σ(u))i+r+nj by
Lemma 6, which allows us to conclude.
Lemma 8. For n ≥ 3, σ1 has a unique fixpoint. For n = 2, σ1 has no fixpoint but σ12 has
two fixpoints.
Proof. Proposition 4 from [19] characterizes biinfinite fixpoints of substitutions. It uses the
concept of mortal letters, which are, for a substitution s, letters a such that there exists
k ∈ N, sk(a) = ε. In the present case of σ1, [19] states that w = σ1(w) if and only if w = y.x
with:
1. x ∈ (Fσ1)N0 or x ∈ (Fσ1)∗ ·
−−→
σ1N0(a) with a such that σ1(a) = bac, with b a word made
of mortal letters and c a word made of immortal letters.
2. y ∈ (Fσ1)Z
− or y ∈ ←−−ωσ1(a′) · (Fσ1)∗ with a′ such that σ1(a′) = b′a′c′, with b′ a word
made of immortal letters and c′ a word made of mortal letters.
where Fσ1 is a set depending on mortal letters of σ1, that is empty if σ1 has no mortal letter.
Since in our case the latter is true, Fσ1 = ∅ and (Fσ1)N0 = F ∗σ1 = FZ
−
σ1 = {ε}.
Because we cannot have w = ε, we must have x = −−→σ1ω(a) and y = ←−−ωσ1(a′) with the
aforementioned conditions on a and a′. Notice that σ1(0) = 0n−210 and σ1(1) = 0n, for n ≥ 3,
so the only choice for a and a′ is a = a′ = 0. Then σ1 has a fixpoint that is
←−−ωσ1(0).−−→σ1ω(0)
and which is unique.
For n = 2 the same reasoning concludes that σ1 has no fixpoint. However, since σ12(0) =
0010 and σ12(1) = 1010, the same reasoning also yields that σ12 has two fixpoints that are←−−−−
ω(σ12)(0).
−−−−→
(σ12)ω(0) and
←−−−−
ω(σ12)(0).
−−−−→
(σ12)ω(1).
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Lemma 9. Let s = σik ◦ . . . ◦ σi1 for any i1, . . . , ik ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1}. Then all fixpoints of s
are aperiodic.
Proof. To prove the aperiodicity of a fixpoint w of s (in the case where such a fixpoint exists),
we follow a proof from [17], simplified for our specific case.
First, let us show that the two subwords 00 and 01 can be found in w.
• For 00, let us define s′ = σik−1 ◦ . . . ◦ σi1 . Then, by definition, w = σik(s′(w)) (by
convention s′(w) = w if k = 1). We are going to prove that s′(w) always contains
a 1. As a consequence, w = σik(s′(w)) contains 00 because σik(1) = 0n. Suppose
s′(w) = ...0.... If k = 1, it means that w = ...0..., but then s(w) 6= w so this is
impossible. If k = 2, then s′ = σi1 so the only way to have s′(w) = ...0... is to have
w = ...1..., but again s(w) 6= w. If k ≥ 3, let us define t = σik−3 ◦ . . . ◦ σi1 . With
this notation, w = σik ◦ σik−1 ◦ σik−2(t(w)). The assumption s′(w) = ...0... causes
σik−2(t(w)) = ...1.... However, this is impossible since ...1... has no antecedent by σik−2.
Therefore s′(w) must contains a 1 and we can find 00 in w.
• For 01, the only way for w not to contain 01 is to be of the form w = ...0..., w =
...1... or w = ...10.... But it is clear that s(...0...) 6= ...0..., s(...1...) 6= ...1... and
s(...10...) 6= ...10... hence none of them can be fixpoints.
Hence s(00) and s(01) can also be found in w since s(w) = w. We have s(00) 6= s(01);
consider the largest prefix on which they agree, call it u2, with |u2| > 1. Then both u20
and u21 can be found in w. Hence s(u20) and s(u21) can also be found in w. We have
s(u20) 6= s(u21); consider the largest prefix on which they agree, call it u3, with |u3| > |u2|.
Then both u30 and u31 can be found in w. Hence s(u30) and s(u31) can also be found in w.
Repeating this reasoning, we can build subwords of w as large as we want that have two
choices for their last letter. Hence the factor complexity of w is unbounded, and so w is
aperiodic (see Section 1.3).
3.2 Encoding substitutions in BS(1, n)
We now show how to encode such substitutions in SFTs of the group BS(1, n) given by a
tileset (see Section 1.2). We define the tileset τσ on BS(1, n), n ∈ N, n ≥ 2, to be the set of
tiles shown on Fig. 5 for all l ∈ {0, 1} and i ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1}. Remark that a tile is uniquely
defined by the couple (l, i).
•
• •
• • • •. . .
l
σi(l)
i i
Figure 5: Tiles of τσ: left and right colors are identical and equal to i, top color is l and
bottom colors are equal to σi(l)0, . . . , σi(l)n−1.
This tileset will be the weakly but not strongly aperiodic tileset we are looking for.
Lemmas 8 and 9 study the words that can appear on levels Lg of the tiling, by looking at the
fixpoints of σ1. They prove that no biinfinite word can be both a fixpoint for the σis and a
periodic word, forbidding one direction of periodicity for any configuration we will encode
with our tileset. This naturally leads to the following proposition:
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Property 10. No configuration of Xτσ can be ak-periodic for any k ∈ N.
Proof. Suppose that there is a configuration x ofXτσ such that for any g ∈ BS(1, n), xak·g = xg
(ak-periodicity). Call w := (xaj )j∈Z the biinfinite word based on level Le. w is k-periodic
by ak-periodicity of the configuration x. But w is also nk-periodic. Hence (xbaj )j∈Z is
k-periodic. Indeed, by construction, when applying the correct substitution σi to xbaj and
xbaj+k , one obtains the words xanj . . . xanj+n−1 and xanj+nk . . . xanj++nk+n−1 which are one
and the same by nk-periodicity of w. By the same argument, one can show that for any
integer l > 0, (xblaj )j∈Z must be k-periodic. However, these biinfinite sequences only use
digits among {0, 1, 2} so there are a finite number of such sequences. In particular, two of
these sequences are the same. Since one is obtained from the other by applying the correct
succession σis, we get a periodic sequence that is a fixpoint of some s = σiN ◦ . . . ◦ σi1 for
some i1, . . . , iN ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1}. This contradicts Lemma 9.
Lemma 11. There exists a weakly periodic configuration in Xτσ for n ≥ 3.
Proof. We define w the unique fixpoint of σ1 obtained thanks to Lemma 8.
Let f(k) = b knc be the function maps k to the quotient in the euclidean division of k by n
and r(k) its remainder. We also define F (k) = f(k + 1) and R(k) = r(k + 1).
Xτσ is nonempty We define a configuration x describing which tile (cg, ig) (a tile being
uniquely defined by such a couple) is assigned to g, i.e. xg = (cg, ig), using the canonical
form g = b−kalbm. Then, we check that x does verify the adjacency rules (see Section 1.2).
Define x ∈ τσBS(1,n) by{
xb−kal := (wl, 1)
xb−kalbm := (wFm(l), R ◦ Fm−1(l)) for m > 0.
We prove that x ∈ Xτσ . Let g = b−kalbm.
• If m > 0, we have
xga(left) = xb−kal+nmbm(left)
= R ◦ Fm−1(l + nm)
= R ◦ Fm−1(l)
= xg(right).
• If m = 0, we have
xga(left) = xb−kal+1(left)
= R ◦ Fm−1(1)
= xg(right).
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Let j ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1}. We have
xga−jb(bottomj+1) = xb−kal−jnmbm+1(bottomj+1)
= σR◦Fm(l−jnm)(wFm+1(l−jnm))j
= σR◦Fm(l−jnm)(w)nFm+1(l−jnm)+j (Lemma 6)
= σ(w)nFm+1(l−jnm)+j+R◦Fm(l−jnm) (Lemma 7)
= σ(w)Fm(l−jnm)+j+1 (by definition of F and R)
= σ1(w)Fm(l−jnm)+j (Lemma 7)
= wFm(l−jnm)+j (since w is a fixpoint of σ1)
= wFm(l) (Fm(l − jnm) + j = Fm(l)− j + j)
= xg(top)
Consequently, x describes a valid configuration of Xτσ : all adjacency conditions are
verified.
x is b-periodic With the definition of x, it is easy to check that for any g ∈ BS(1, n),
xbg = xg. Hence it is a weakly periodic configuration.
We can now obtain our main theorem:
Theorem 12. The tileset τσ forms a weakly aperiodic but not strongly aperiodic SFT on
BS(1, n), n ∈ N, n ≥ 2.
Proof. First, in the n ≥ 3 case, there is a weakly periodic configuration in Xτσ , see Lemma 11.
Hence it is not a strongly aperiodic SFT.
In the n = 2 case, we define u and v the two fixpoints of σ12 (Lemma 8 again) and remark
that v = σ1(u) and u = σ1(v). We define a configuration x ∈ τσBS(1,n) by:
xb−kal :=
{
(ul, 1) if k +m ≡ 0 mod 2
(vl, 1) if k +m ≡ 1 mod 2
xb−kalbm :=
{
(uFm(l), R ◦ Fm−1(l)) for m > 0 if k +m ≡ 0 mod 2
(vFm(l), R ◦ Fm−1(l)) for m > 0 if k +m ≡ 1 mod 2
and we use the same notations as in the proof of Lemma 11. The reasoning is also the same,
except instead of using w an alternation appears between u and v in all the equations. As a
consequence, the configuration is b2-periodic instead of b. Once again, Xτσ is consequently
not strongly aperiodic.
Now, using Property 10, and since all powers of a are of infinite order in BS(1, n), we
get that for any valid configuration x of τσ, |OrbBS(1,n)(x)| = +∞, for any n ≥ 2. Hence no
configuration of τσ is strongly periodic, and so the SFT is weakly aperiodic.
3.3 Shift-similar substitutions
The main interest of the σis in our proof is that if a biinfinite word can be de-substituted
by one of them, then with a proper translation it can be de-substituted by any shift of it,
and the resulting word will be the same for all shifts. This fact is at the core of Lemma 6,
itself central in the proof of Theorem 12. A natural question is then: can we find other
substitutions σ with this convenient property? We will restrict ourselves to substitutions on
the two-letter alphabet A and of constant size n ∈ N, n ≥ 2.
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We say that a substitution σ is shift-similar if for every i ∈ {0, . . . , n}, the sets
Si =
{
(σ(0)σ(0))i..i+n−1 , (σ(0)σ(1))i..i+n−1 ,
(σ(1)σ(0))i..i+n−1 , (σ(1)σ(1))i..i+n−1
}
all have cardinal at most 2. This condition reflects what we truly need to encode a substitution
in the Cayley graph of BS(1, n): at most two types of n-long subwords of juxtapositions like
σ(0)σ(1), so that we have at most two ways to associate a letter – that is, 0 or 1 – to each of
them when following a b-edge in the Cayley graph (see Fig. 5).
Note that if there is some i0 ∈ {0, . . . , n} such that Si0 has cardinal 1 (property 1), then
(σ(0)σ(0))i0..i0+n−1 = (σ(1)σ(1))i0..i0+n−1 and so σ(0) = σ(1) (property 2). As a consequence,
all Si have cardinal 1 (property 3). It is easy to see that these three properties are equivalent.
We say that a shift-similar substitution is non-trivial if one Si has cardinal 2, or equivalently
all Si have cardinal 2, or equivalently σ(0) 6= σ(1). In that case, we write these sets
Si = {Ai, Bi} with Ai = (σ(0)σ(0))i..i+n−1 and Bi = (σ(1)σ(1))i..i+n−1. We can then define
n+ 1 substitutions σ0, . . . , σn by
σi :
{
0 7→ Ai
1 7→ Bi
.
As before, we call these substitutions shifts of σ. Note that σ0 = σn = σ.
Remark 2. The definition of shifts of σ can be broadened to any substitution σ, even
non-shift-similar, by applying cyclic permutations to the words σ(0) and σ(1).
Example 1. The substitution σ :
{
0 7→ 001
1 7→ 000 from Section 3.1 is shift-similar. Indeed, the
two image words differ by only one letter, hence the sets Si are of cardinal 2.
Surprisingly, it turns out that the particular definition we had in Section 3.1 is the only
way of defining a non-trivial shift-similar substitution.
Theorem 13. Over an alphabet of size two, σ is a non-trivial shift-similar substitution if
and only if there exists i0 such that σ(0)i = σ(1)i for all i 6= i0 and σ(0)i0 6= σ(1)i0.
Proof. To simplify notations, we write α = σ(0) and β = σ(1). It is clear that if there
exists i0 such that αi = βi for all i 6= i0 and αi0 6= βi0 , then σ is a non-trivial shift-similar
substitution.
For the other direction, let us consider σ a non-trivial shift-similar substitution. Let
i ∈ {0, . . . , n}. For Si to be of cardinal 2, necessarily one of the following cases must be true
(see Fig. 6):
1) (αα)i..i+n−1 = (αβ)i..i+n−1 and (βα)i..i+n−1 = (ββ)i..i+n−1
2) (αα)i..i+n−1 = (βα)i..i+n−1 and (αβ)i..i+n−1 = (ββ)i..i+n−1
3) (αα)i..i+n−1 = (ββ)i..i+n−1 and (αβ)i..i+n−1 = (βα)i..i+n−1.
First, if case 3) is true for even one single index i, then the shift-similar substitution is a
trivial one, because then σ(0) = σ(1).
Therefore, for any i, one must have either 1) or 2). Case 1) is true for i = 0 and 2) is true
for i = n, otherwise α = β and the substitution is trivial. Consequently, there exists some
i0 ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1} such that 1) is true for i = i0 and 2) is true for i = i0 + 1.
Case 1) being true for i = i0 implies that α and β agree from indices 0 to i0 − 1 (this
being possibly an empty interval). Case 2) being true for i = i0 + 1 implies that α and β
agree from indices i0 + 1 to n− 1.
Hence α and β agree everywhere except on their ith0 letter.
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α β
α α
=
i i+ n− 1n
β α
α α
=
i i+ n− 1n
β β
α α
=
i i+ n− 1n
Figure 6: The three cases for Si to be of cardinal 2: the window in green represents an
equality, and the colored portions are the consequent parts of α and β made equal.
Remark 3. The notion of recognizability by Mosse´ [16] may seem rather close to the one
of shift-similarity: it expresses the idea that for a substitution σ, any element in Xσ (the
substitutive shift, see for instance [5]) can be uniquely cut into blocks that determine its
antecedent. Considering Theorem 13, one can check that any shift-similar substitution and
its shifts are recognizable in the sense of Mosse´.
However, consider the substitution
σ :
{
0 7→ 0001
1 7→ 1110
and its shifts σ1, σ2, σ3. All of them are recognizable in the sense of Mosse´, yet σ is not
shift-similar since it is not of the form given by Theorem 13.
As a consequence, shift-similarity implies recognizability, but the converse is not true.
4 BS(n, n) admits a strongly aperiodic SFT
This section uses a theorem from [12] seen as an extension of the construction presented
in [14]. The idea behind that theorem is that G × Z admits a strongly aperiodic SFT as
soon as G can encode piecewise affine functions, something reflected by the PA′ condition
described in [12], because the Z component is used as the ”horizontal line” of the construction
in [14] (this is the role of a in BS(1, n)) and the generators of G are used as several ways of
applying piecewise affine functions (this is the role of b in BS(1, n)).
Definition 1. Let k ∈ N. Let F = {fi : Pi → P ′i | i ∈ {0, . . . , k}} be a finite set of piecewise
affine rational homeomorphisms, where each Pi and P ′i is a finite union of bounded rational
polytopes of Rn. Let D = ⋃ki=1 Pi∪⋃ki=1 P ′i be the common domain and image of all functions
of F and their inverses. We now extend all the fi and their inverses to the identity outside of
their Pi or P ′i , so that they are all defined on D.
Finally, we define GF , the group generated by {fi | i ∈ {1, . . . , k}} using the composition.
A finitely generated group G is PA′-recognizable if there exists a finite set F of piecewise
affine rational homeomorphisms such that:
(A) G ∼= GF ;
(B) ∀t ∈ D,∀g ∈ F , [∀f ∈ F , g(f(t)) = f(t)]⇒ g = Id.
Theorem 14 ([12], Th. 7). If G is an infinite finitely generated PA′-recognizable group, then
Z×G admits a strongly aperiodic SFT.
We need an additional proposition to obtain the result desired on BS(n, n):
Property 15 ([6], Prop. 9 & 10). If G is a finitely generated group and H is a finitely
generated subgroup of G of finite index, then we have the following:
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H admits a weakly aperiodic SFT ⇔ G admits a weakly aperiodic SFT
H admits a strongly aperiodic SFT ⇔ G admits a strongly aperiodic SFT.
Theorem 16. For every n ≥ 2, BS(n, n) admits a strongly aperiodic SFT.
Proof. First, finitely generated subgroups of compact groups of matrices on integers are
PA′-recognizable (see [12], Proposition 5.12). F2, the free group of order 2, is isomorphic to
a subgroup of SL2(Z) (see [8], Lemma 2.3.2), hence it is PA′-recognizable. It is also known
(see [8], Corollary D.5.3) that Fn is a subgroup of F2; so it is isomorphic to a subgroup of
SL2(Z) and PA′-recognizable too. So, by Theorem 14, Z× Fn admits a strongly aperiodic
SFT.
Let H be the subgroup of BS(n, n) generated by {an}∪{aiba−i | i ∈ {0, ..., n−1}}. First,
H is normal in BS(n, n). We prove that aHa−1 ⊆ H by verifying it on its generators: the only
verification needed is aan−1ba−(n−1)a−1 = anba−n = bana−n = b. Similarly, a−1Ha ⊆ H; and
finally, bHb−1 ⊆ H (same for b−1) since b ∈ H. Second, H is isomorphic to Z× Fn through
the following isomorphism (denoting g0, ...gn−1 the generators of Fn and ε its identity):
φ : Z× Fn−→H
(1, ε) 7−→an
(0, gi) 7−→aiba−i
It is a morphism by construction, which is correctly defined since the only basic relation
of Z × Fn, that is (1, ε) · (0, gi) = (0, gi) · (1, ε), is preserved in H: anaiba−i = aianba−i =
aibana−i = aiba−ian. Said morphism is surjective, because H is generated by an and
{aiba−i | i ∈ {0, ..., n − 1}}. Finally, it is also injective: let g = (k,w) ∈ Z × Fn, with
w = (gi1)e1 . . . (giN )eN where the el are in {−1,+1}.
φ(g) = e⇔ ankai1be1a−i1 . . . aiN beNa−iN = e
This form is a canonical form in H: any word of H can be uniquely written as such, notably
since all powers of a except the first one are of absolute value smaller than n. So this equality
is true only when k = 0 and w = ε. Hence the injectivity.
So H admits a strongly aperiodic SFT. Moreover, any element of BS(n, n) can be written
as a canonical form that much resembles the one mentioned above:
apankai1be1a−i1 . . . aiN beNa−iN
with p ∈ {0, . . . , n−1}. As a consequence, BS(n, n)/H = {e, a, . . . , an−1} ∼= Z/nZ. Hence H
is of finite index in BS(n, n). Using Property 15, we obtain that BS(n, n) admits a strongly
aperiodic SFT.
5 Conclusion
Since [3] notably proved the existence of weakly but not strongly aperiodic SFTs on BS(n, n),
the present article concludes that on both BS(1, n) and BS(n, n) there exist both strongly
aperiodic SFTs and weakly but not strongly aperiodic SFTs, a behavior also observed on
Zd, d > 2.
Baumslag-Solitar groups are residually finite if and only if |m| = 1 or |n| = 1 or
|m| = |n|. Note that BS(m,n) ∼= BS(n,m) ∼= BS(−m,−n) ∼= BS(−n,−m), that BS(1, n)
and BS(−1, n) are commensurable, and that BS(n, n) and BS(−n, n) are commensurable.
Property 15 proves that commensurable groups have the same results aperodicity-wise. Hence
the following theorem:
Theorem. On residually finite Baumslag-Solitar groups, there exist both strongly, and weakly
but not strongly aperiodic SFTs.
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A natural question remains: what about the existence of a strongly aperiodic SFT on
non-residually finite Baumslag-Solitar groups?
As an additional topic of interest, the authors point out that it could be worth studying
shift-similar substitutions on alphabets of cardinality bigger than 2 – some others than the
ones in Section 3.3 may exist in that case.
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